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KTG Platform Tokenomics

Total Supply 100,000,000

Total Distribution:

● Alphaverse Buy-In
● Seed Round
● Private Round
● ISPO
● Public Pre-Sale
● Team
● Marketing & Partnership
● Ecosystem Development
● Liquidity & Rewards

*Alphaverse Buy-In Yield 300-500M Exposure Q3/Q4 
2023 via FIFA Team Contracts - Digital Real Estate (9x)



Token Distribution
➢ Seed Round: 10% of total tokens will be used to raise funds for the crypto 
ecosystem of the platform. 10% of the token allocation will be unlocked for these 
participants at the Initial DEX Offering (IDO) followed by a 6-month cliff period 
with subsequent vesting for 24 months. 1/24 per month after the cliff period.

➢ Private Round: 10% of total tokens will be used to raise funds as a private 
investor round(s) to boost the development and features of the utility. 10% of the 
token allocation will be unlocked for these participants at the IDO followed by a 
6-month cliff period with subsequent vesting for 18 months. 

➢ ISPO: 10% of total tokens will be used for the initial stake pool offering, which 
allows users to stake their BNB and receive the KTG tokens in return for their BNB 
staking rewards funding the project. 10% of the token allocation will be unlocked 
for these participants at the IDO followed by a 3-month cliff period with 
subsequent vesting for 12 months. 

➢ Public pre-sale: 5% of the total tokens will be made available utilizing the 
Genius X launchpad for an Initial DEX Offering (IDO). The public sale of the KTG 
tokens will occur shortly before the IDO. 

➢ Team: 15% of total tokens will be allocated to the team to ensure the long term 
commitment and retention of key members for the project. 1% of the token 
allocation will be unlocked for the team at the TGE followed by a 6- month cliff 
period with subsequent vesting for 36 months.



Token Distribution
➢ Marketing & Partnering: 3.5% of total tokens will be allocated to bring in 
marketing partnerships or other projects into the ecosystem. 5% of the token 
allocation will be unlocked at the IDO followed by a 1-month cliff period with 
subsequent vesting for 36 months. 

➢ Ecosystem Development: 5% of total tokens will be allocated to be used for the 
development of the ecosystem and transactions within the ecosystem. 5% of the 
token allocation will be unlocked at the IDO followed by a 1-month cliff period 
with subsequent vesting for 24 months. 

➢ Liquidity and Rewards: 15% of the total tokens will be used to support liquidity 
or utility of the ecosystem and some portion of the token allocation will be 
airdropped for free to the users of NFTs as a thanks for support and belief in the 
project from its early stage. These tokens will be introduced into the metaverse and 
Inter-Reality Platform Karma the Game and its applications through liquidity 
mining, liquidity pools on DEXs, and other mechanisms. 3% of the token allocation 
will be unlocked for these participants at the IDO with subsequent vesting for 48 
months.

➢ Alphaverse Buy-In: 26.5% of total tokens will be allocated to CBI Corp for  
development of the ecosystem outside of the KTG Platform and immediately 
exchangeable within that ecosystem. Further Value Add is massive proliferation 
through the fanbase of FIFA team social networks and followers.  CBI Corp is 
launched by the former CEO of Atari, Fred Chesnais and is a growth partner with 
Karma the Game Brands.  Split was initiated at Generation.



Utility
Holders of the KTG Token will have access to a wide range of activities within the 
total ecosystem which include but are not limited to access to some private worlds, 
entry into special events, and competitions within the ecosystem hosted by Karma 
the Game or other partners in the ecosystem, including satellite embassies in other 
ecosystems, such as Alphaverse, Monaverse, Spatial, Oncyber and at various levels 
of exchange and Web3 NFT sales channels like Opensea.  And also with regard to 
Web2 and IRL; wherever Karma the Game creates a stage for it’s Inter-Reality 
Immersive Experience.  

➢ Creation of a staking program to redistribute 20% of the KTG Token Revenue to 
Licencing Karma the Game Brand. 

➢ Purchasing and trading of Karma the Game assets (Eg. Land NFTs, Collectable 
NFTs, ect). 

➢ Additional KTG token utilities will be announced in the future. 

These tokens can be acquired through various ways as mentioned in the distribution 
above. The distribution and modeling of the token is done in a way to ensure that 
the token remain stable and usable. As more utilities and features of the token will 
be introduced to the ecosystem as it progresses, announcements will be made to 
maintain the transparency of the tokenomics.



Summary
Karma the Game of Destiny is the flagship product of the Karma the Game Platform 
and Brand.  It is a Web2 Centralized Proprietary Wallet and Token Based Gamified 
Classified Advertising 3D/AR Mobile App with Venues and Events Listings to create 
IRL and Digital connections for adults.  

Furthermore, Karma the Game is an Inter-Reality platform with it’s own Metaverse 
with Casino, Gallery, Dance Club, Stadium and Play 2 Earn “Space Run City”.

The platform functions as Lifestyles publication for entertainment with classifieds 
and listings and portals for access to affiliates and advertisers.  In additions it hosts 
parties and a Global Game Show co-hosted by Ambassadors also participating to 
grow their audience within the ecosystem.

KTG VR Worlds is a metaverse capable of shared spaces, stores, commerce, games, 
social interaction, digital leasing of real estate, and events. Using a digital avatar, 
users will be able to travel and explore dreamlike worlds within the scope of a 
science fiction drama about the AI Hosts of the Platform. 

Users will be able to access the KTG Worlds Metaverse from their PC, VR headset, 
and web browser.   The Mobile App is a Game Console vs. a metaverse walk 
around, where your Proxy Avatar is Posted on the Grid for specific outcomes pay 
with a token for lives.  The Proxy Avatar can access the Metaverse as well as 
transportable Avatars such as Ready Player Me and .VRM Avatars,  However, 
transportable Avatars cannot be used as Proxy (Mortal/Temporary) Game Avatars.  
Players of the Game will have additional powers for social interaction with the UI 
popup that visitors of the Metaverse do not have access to.  

Karma the Game also creates NFT Metaverses that can be transferred and 
Immersible Collaboration Music videos/VR experiences and produced its own 
soundtrack.

KTG Token is the Utility Token for Karma the Game Platform.  KTG Token intends to 
maintain value through it’s support and availability for the Karma the Game Brands, 
their far reaching platform, agnostic culture and social content production.

Legal Statement & Disclaimer: The primary purpose of the KTG tokens is utility, 
which allows the holders to participate in various ways within the KTG 
Ecosystem. KTG Token, Karma the Game of Destiny nor any of the Karma the 
Game Brands makes no commitments or promises regarding the future valuation 
of these tokens. This document is not intended as any form of contract, 
investment advice or otherwise, as such we reserve the right to make 
amendments should the need arise.


